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Why Figures?
Or, Don't You Have Better
Things to Spend Money On? 

Well, I think we all know the answer to
that question: yes, but who cares?
And you're right! There's enough
things to worry about in this lifetime.
Who says splurging on a figure that
fulfills the smallest part of Maslov's
hierarchy will land you in the poor
house?   

You're human, and modern humans
find tribes--we call them "fandoms"--
based on the things they like. Your
interests happen to lie in anime.
What better way is there to express
that love for stories and characters
than loving them from the comfort of
your own home? Our entire website,
PVC Waifus, was inspired by watching
other collectors post their wares on
Instagram. We wanted to share that
admiration for plastic figures with the
world. 

Collecting PVC, ABS, polystone resin,
or other figures based on Japanese
properties has some cool pros (and
cons) you should know of: 

The shelf life of modern plastics is
currently unknown (but can last
centuries.)
Mass production techniques help
drive costs down.
So many fandoms to choose from!!!
Did somebody say "cast-off?"  

The Good

The Bad
Nicer figures will literally cost you an
arm and a leg.
Can't cancel most preorders without
threat of being banned from
websites. 
Plastic lasts forever, but can get
sticky, discolor, or bend over time.
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What's Your Budget?

I’ve been asked a couple of times on
Instagram, “Where can I buy figures
like yours?” Anyone who has  been to
a local convention has seen mom-
and-pop booths with figures stacked
alongside their wire fencing. Most of
those "prize figures" are at
reasonable prices and make it easy
for anyone to start collecting. We at
PVC Waifus tend to purchase the
more expensive, semi-nude figures.

Scale? How big we talking, here?
Shelf-size or 1:1? 

Materials? Plastics with cheap
paint job, or fancy resin?  

Popular character?

Rare? We talking Shiny Pokemon
status? 

Do the clothes come off?

Pre-owned purchase?

Or, Do You Mind Eating Ramen Noodles for a Month?  

Pricing is determined by many
factors, including:

Same character, different costumes, and a (large) price difference.

¥27,200 

¥15,556
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You may struggle to find low-cost
figures that come with accessories. It is
even more rare for these figures to
have cast-off clothing or NSFW body
parts--unless we're talking about
characters in the harem or ecchi genre.
If you like naughty anime or play eroge
on your PC, there is likely a naked, low-
cost figure in your future.

(Second Axe manufactures articulated,
NSFW figures that can fall in the low-
cost range--but just barely!) 

What's Your Budget?

Low-Cost doesn't always equate to
"low-quality" compared to pricier
figures. For those of you who are new
to collecting, I think a budget of $40 to
$150 USD is great for buying attractive,
higher-end figures you don't have to
hide when your parents visit.
Megahouse makes many One Piece,
Naruto, and Dragonball Z girls at
relatively cheap prices. Figures in this
price range often come from popular
franchises and characters.

Low-Cost

Krillin, you lucky bastard...

Hail to the King, baby.
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Low-Cost

Velvet
You can read more on her

in our original review at
pvcwaifus.com

What's Your Budget?
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The big league manufacturers, like
Skytube and Daiki Kougyo, are mostly
under $200 even after shipping. Their
quality is good  enough for me, as I
have a number of figures from both.
Higher quality figures are quite
expensive; luckily, most things under
$300 will get you the kind of mid-tier
naughtiness you're looking for. 

Native is the king of NSFW 
 collectibles, no contest. I actually
prefer Daiki Kogyou figures for
anatomical reasons (can you say
thicc? ) but quality from Native is hard
to beat. Removing accessories
involves little to no effort, which is a
plus: I cannot overstate how easy it is
to scuff paint on figures when
accessories are tricky to take off.  

In my experience, most Japanese
sites can't calculate shipping costs
until the finished product is weighed
in grams, and for preorders this
simply cannot be known. Expect to
pay anywhere between $30 to $100
depending on method of shipment.  

I do find that American businesses,
such as Tokyo Otaku Mode, calculate
shipping upon checkout. The tradeoff
is higher upfront cost for the figures,
but I prefer knowing the total cost as
I'm purchasing, not after the fact. 

Mid-Tier

Slingshot Babe (RocketBoy)

Ayame (SkyTube Premium)

What's Your Budget?
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Here are some manufacturers and
distributors we enjoy at PVC Waifus:

Mid-Tier

Rocket Boy
BINDing
(And a whole lot more)

Native and its affilliated brands

Skytube and Skytube Premium

Daiki Kogyou

Megahouse

FREEing

Amakuni

Lechery

Pulchra

There are diverse opinions on
manufacturers, so I always
recommend researching before
investing a ton of money into a figure.
Pulchra, for example, is known for
having poor quality control, but I am
very happy with my Bastet figure. 

Muramasa (Wing) 

Chlorine (FOTS)

What's Your Budget?
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Mid-Tier

Shino Momose
You can read more on her

in our original review at
pvcwaifus.com

What's Your Budget?
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One of my best friends plays
Fate/Grand Order and spends
obscene amounts of money for rare
servants. I learned that high-rollers
like him are called "whales." It's
specifically a gambling term, but we'll
call anyone who spends more than
$300 or so on a figure a whale.

Whale Mode

To be clear, the tier system we've
used up to now is subjective. But,
based on a casual glance of websites
selling figures and my experience
buying them, only exceptional works
are close to the $300 price tag. (Fate
is actually one of the properties that
pushes this boundary often). 

Each of these vixens may cost around $400 with EMS shipping. 

What's Your Budget?
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Any figure costing $300 or more likely
has the following traits:

Whale Mode

If you don't have a lot of money, you
can preorder one or two large
purchases a year, and spread
payments with a credit card or similar
deferment plan. If you're financially
stable, and bills aren't a large concern
for you, then go wild!

Two more things: first, the cost of any
figure outside of your native country
is entirely dependent on foreign
exchange rates. (I live in the United
States, which is always more
favorable than the Japanese Yen, but
this hovers around a 5-10%
difference.) 

Second, the COVID-19 pandemic has
shown shipping prices and times to
be incredibly fluid. Labor shortages
and manufacturing bottlenecks drive
up the price of goods and increase
the cost of delivery. But, if you're a
Whale, the cost of collecting is
somewhat trivial anyway. When every
purchase is a YOLO purchase, does it
matter what the final price is? 

Designed by a well-known artist or
sculptor. 
Produced by a reputable studio.
Attention to paint detail, accessories,
and sculpted nudity.
Backgrounds and major character
props often included. 
Easy-to-swap body parts/clothing.
Larger sculpts.  
Specialty manufacturers allow
payment installments. 

The Good

The Bad
Don't you have bills to pay?
Can be more fragile than lower-
grade plastics and simpler figures.
Can take up a lot of shelf space (or
floor space).
Limited production runs.
Rarely show up on the after-market,
and if they do, they are pricey.

What's Your Budget?
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Just so you know...

The $300 ceiling between Mid-Tier
and Whale Mode figures will likely
increase within your lifetime, and it
will happen quickly. For anyone with a
well-paying and salaried job, $300
isn't an absurd amount of money for
collecting; it's just an above-average
cost compared to the thousands of
prize figures available.   

(Each sculpt on this page costs over
$1000 USD.)

Whale Mode EX

Figurama CollectorsGood Smile Company

Prime 1 Studio

What's Your Budget?
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Pre-owned or Brand New?

"Why would anyone sell their figures?
Why would someone buy a figure and
never open it? Is the price listed on
someone's post the true value of that
figure, or are they copying everyone
else's inflated estimates?" 

I had these questions before buying
my first pre-owned figure. I've
watched enough Shark Tank and
Pawn Stars to know owners can
seriously overestimate the value of
their goods. Then again, unlike with
gold or silver, there's no bank that
values figures. The price of a figure is
literally whatever someone is willing
to pay for it.

Buying a figure after the production
run means you're buying from
someone who wants to make a profit
on their initial investment. If a reseller
is confident someone will pay top-
dollar, of if they're not in a rush to sell,
there is little room for bargaining. 

At the end of the day, price is only one
factor to consider...

Or, Is this Figure Really in Mint Condition?  

Olga Discordia (BINDing)

Initial Price: ¥27800
(Apr 2019) 

Solaris Japan: ¥126500
(Jan 2022) 

 
Amazon Japan: ¥110000

(Jan 2022)
 

MFC: $1050
(Jan 2022)
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Pre-Owned or Brand New?

Is the item Mint-in-Box (MIB), or
has it been opened? Anything MIB is
a lot more valuable to the serious
collector, as that item can later be
sold to someone else with full
assurance of authenticity and quality.

Do you care about condition?
Condition can be everything. If the
box is banged up, or if the figure has
scratches and discoloration, the value
usually plummets. 

Unbelievably cheap? I said price isn't
everything, but If the price is too good
to be true, you should find out why. Is
the figure damaged? Is it real? 

Does the seller have photos? I
wouldn't bother with a seller who
can't provide photos. A picture can be
stolen from any website, of course, so
be sure to ask whatever follow-up
questions you have to.

PayPal? Venmo? Cash App? Any
purchase I make for online pre-
owned figures involves PayPal.
They're not always great at customer
service, but they're the oldest player
in the online selling game. I've heard
people can avoid fees through PayPal
Friends and Family service, but I
personally wouldn't do it.

My beautiful, bootleg Boa.
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MyFigureCollection

Solaris Japan

Mandarake

JFigures

Akiba Soul

eBay

We've used the following platforms to
purchase pre-owned figures:

You may find that a majority of your
collection, whether you're just
starting or are a veteran, has
belonged to someone else at some
point. An advantage to this--
especially when buying on the larger
social platforms--is that you have the
chance to meet other hobbyists.

A lot of gently-used figures come
from sites that sell brand new figures
as well. AmiAmi and Solaris Japan
indicate when their figures are pre-
owned and offer their own rating
systems. 

Both of these were purchased from 
sellers at MyFigureCollection.

Pre-Owned or Brand New?
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Is it Bootleg?
Or, If I Can't Tell the
Difference, Does it Matter? 

Before we dive into the deep end
here, let's define some terms:

A garage kit (GK) is an original figure
crafted by someone in their home or
studio, using personal equipment to
design, paint, and assemble their
works. GK is typically sculpted by
artisans out of resin. GK is often done
using popular characters and
properties that the sculptors have no
legal or financial claim to. That said,
GK events like Wonder Festival are an
industry staple in Japan, so rights
owners can give a lot of leeway for
hobbyists.   

Some businesses, like E2046,
specialize in reproducing (or
recasting) figures, offering them as
unfinished GK so buyers can paint
and assemble them as they wish.
Businesses like this operate in a legal
gray area at best, since mainstream
manufacturers and licensors rarely
release GK for public purchase. No
money is flowing to the original
creators or license owners. 

Many people are familiar with
unassembled but officially licensed
figures--model kits. Parts can be
snapped or glued on, and decals may
be included. Gunpla and other
militaristic figures are the most
prominent examples of this. (That
said, conversion kits are resin add-ons
for Gundam, and are created by
individuals or groups aftermarket.) 

Ultimately, a bootleg figure is a
reproduction of pre-existing product
by an unlicensed manufacturer. They
may be poorly constructed, sloppily
painted, and be comparatively uglier
than the original.   
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Check the listing photos. If you
browse for figures on platforms like
Mercari, Depop, and eBay, you'll be
inundated with low-res phone
pictures of merchandise. Believe it or
not, those images hold more promise
than listings that only show
promotional and commercial
photographs. Without definitive proof
that the merch exists in another
person's hands or home, be wary.

Read the item description. Even on
certified partner shops like Amiami,
Solaris Japan, Tokyo Otaku Mode
(etc.), you should read the item
description. Know what you’re getting
and know that you want it. If
shopping for preowned/used
merchandise, don't settle for one-
liners that offer no details. Most
preowned-figure sellers will at least
offer background info on condition
and authenticity. If the listing only has
promotional images, ask for more
information. If the seller won’t answer
you or can’t answer in detail, look
elsewhere for your waifu.   

Is it Bootleg? 

Spotting a bootleg figure isn't always
easy, especially when making an
online purchase. There are, however,
a few warning signs:

Would you buy it?

DARLING IN THE FRANXX Anime
Zero Two PVC Brand New No Box 
Condition: New

Quantity: 10 available

Price: US $24.99

China version. Chance for small defect, do not buy if unacceptable. Thank you!

BUY NOW
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Authenticity sticker and box. Many
figure boxes come with a
manufacturer's sticker--but not all of
them do. If the figure comes in the
original package, quickly scan for a
shiny sticker on the front or back of
the box. In a worst-case scenario, the
figure doesn't come with the box. If
so, reread the item description and
check for original photos.

 Make sure the photos mirror pictures
from other owners; go to
MyFigureCollection or MyAnimeShelf to
compare. I wouldn't compare images to
promotional photography,  since those
are Photoshopped to hell and can
actually be 3D renderings.

Many--but not all--boxes have hologram stickers for authenticity.

Is it Bootleg? 
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How Do I Sell Figures?

Real talk: what's the difference
between collecting and hoarding? 

Curation is what distinguishes a
hobby from an addiction, or a
collector from a hoarder. Do you
have any organizing principles to your
display cabinets? Do you shove
figures you never open or showcase
into a closet? Are you willing to
sell/trade some figures in order to
buy more desirable ones?

It's possible to buy figures and never
sell them. If you have the space in
your home and the money to afford
figures without causing financial or
emotional stress, that's great!

Or, Can I Audition for an Episode of Hoarders?  

But for many collectors, there comes
a point when buying waifus no longer
brings them joy. Sometimes, financial
hardship forces them to part with
their figures. Maybe there's no room
in their home or apartment, or they
just want new figures in their
collection. 

Selling figures can be an exciting
prospect. It can also be painful.
Ultimately, being able to sell shows
that your hobbies are meant to
support you--and not the other way
around. Embrace that strength.   

So, how do we begin selling? 

These little ladies are with new owners now. 
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How Do I Sell Figures?

Assess the market. The first thing
you want to do is find out the average
MRP (Market Price Reference). This
doesn't mean choosing the first few
listings on eBay. Several resellers
inflate prices to double and triple
their MRP. Check MyFigurecollection
sales, MyAnimeShelf, and reputable,
preowned figures sellers like Amiami,
Solaris Japan, or JFigure. Once you
reach a fair median, you now have a
starting point on how much your
figure is worth. If you can't find your
figure preowned, look for current,
sealed retail prices.

Assess your figure. Potential buyers
consider pre-owned flaws like box
damage, figure damage, base
damage, and even how the figure was
cared for. if you don't have the
original box, your MRP will decrease
(as it should.) Even manufacturer
defects should be mentioned. It's a
picky game: ultimately, it's up to you
how much you lower the sell price
something like paint blemishes,
scratches, or box problems. The
worse for wear, the less you'll get and
the less you should expect. 

Pay attention to details. Figure
collectors also take into account care
details. You'll want to make sure you
list positives like the figure being kept
in a case, away from sunlight, and
regularly dusted. Buyers love this kind
of information. Make sure to note
negative details such as cigarette
smoke around the PVC, or possible
dog and cat hair (people have
allergies.) Before you sell, wipe down
your figure with a simple sanitizer
wipe. A quick once over won't
damage the figure.

When in doubt, do some dusting.
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Take pictures--a lot of them. Take
pictures from every angle. of the
damages. Take photos of the box. List
them on Imgur or other image
dumpsites to easily send album links
to interested buyers. Most listing
services only allow 12 photos, so have
some extra handy in case. 

List it! Your waifu is prepared for her
new home. It's time to choose your
listing agent. In my humble opinion,
MyFigureCollection and
r/animefigures (via Reddit) is the
place to start your sales. You're
among collectors like yourself, and
you don't have to deal with the hassle
of fees on sites like eBay and Mercari.
Make sure you price accordingly for
the fees and shipping costs. To
prepare for this, package and weigh
the box before listing it so you aren't
hit with extra postal fees at drop-off.

Be a decent human being. Upselling,
scalping, and not listing damages are
the worst practices. If collecting
figures has been a great hobby for
you, make it a pleasant experience for
everyone else.  

How Do I Sell Figures?

Be humble. Lastly, the price you
originally paid for a figure is not
necessarily what you'll make when
you sell. Sometimes, figures can
skyrocket in price, and if you're
listing wisely, you could easily make
a return on investment. On other
occasions, you'll take a loss; it
happens. You'll live to buy another
figure someday.  

I recently purchased this from a seller on
MyFigureCollection. A++ transaction. 
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